R

ecession. There, I
said it. My voice
has joined the sea of
noise whose waves are lapping
up on the shores of your mind.
It’s hurricane season and
those opining on an economic
reversal are approaching a
level four storm. The signs are
there, we are told. “The yield
curve has inverted!” we hear
proclaimed in a shrill voice.
“This is always a predictor of a
recession!,” we hear.
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 NOW WHAT?

Time to take a deep breath, turn off the TV, and
clear our minds. It’s been so long since we
have had a recession that it is easy to forget
that it is an economic decline announced by at
least two consecutive quarters of contraction
in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). From an
investor’s perspective this is worrisome as an
economic recession is typically tied to a “Bear
Market” which is a decline in the market of 20%
or more for a period of time (usually at least
two months). Although the Bear last reared
his head on December 24th of last year, the last
prolonged Bear Market was during the Financial
Crisis and ran for 17 months from 2007 into
2009 during which the S&P 500 Index lost 50%
of its value. For many of us, this drop left some
psychological scars that did not heal. That is
precisely why it is so easy today for town criers
to stir us up now.

Here’s the deal. Despite best efforts, economic
cycles happen. Trying to predict exactly when
a Bear Market will begin or end is extremely
difﬁcult if not impossible. For those pointing to
the inversion of the yield curve (a phenomena
where the yield on a 10-year Treasury is lower
than that of a 2-year Treasury) as a harbinger of
an upcoming recession, the reality is that the
actual event of a recession may not occur for
two or three years after the inversion.Market
response to an inversion can also seem contrary
to an upcoming threat. (See “The S&P 500 Tends
to Rise After an Inverted Yield Curve”, The Wall
Street Journal, Sept. 4th, 2019.)
Q: What, then, is an investor to do?
A: If your ﬁnancial circumstances have not
changed and you have a disciplined and
appropriate investment strategy in place, stick
with it.
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It is understood that this may be difﬁcult. Here is how emotions tug at a typical
investor:
Many Investors Follow Their Emotions

People may struggle to separate their emotions
from their investment decisions.

A company’s
equity, its
prospects
for future
earnings, and
perceived risk

All
Ava
ailable
Info
ormation

Following a reactive cycle of excessive optimism and
fear may lead to poor decisions at the worst times.
2582293.1

Remember how stressful the ﬁnancial crisis was? Here is what happened to
investors afterwards depending on whether they exited the market and went to
cash, exited the market and then re-entered one year later, or stayed invested
throughout:
The Importance of Staying Invested

Ending Wealth Values After a Market Decline
$300

Exit market and invest in cash
Exit market and reinvest in 1 year

$250

Stay invested in stock market
Recession (Dec 2007 - June 2009)
$227

$200

$150
$146
$100
$56
$50

$0

Data sources: Strategic Capital Investment Advisors. The market is represented by the Russell 3000 Index. Cash is represented by the 30-day
U.S. Treasury bill. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. The data assumes reinvestment of income and does not account for taxes
or transaction costs. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an
index. This information has been taken from sources, which we believe to be reliable, but there is no guarantee as to its accuracy. For index
definitions please visit http://mfinwealth.com/index-definitions/
6/14/19. 2582293.1

Overall, equity markets have been on a really nice run for some time now.
Although market volatility has returned, as of early September you may very well
still be enjoying attractive returns in 2019. If you are concerned about what might
be around the corner, now is a great time to set an appointment with your ﬁnancial
advisor. That’s what they are there for. If you are seeking a second opinion, my
team is a phone call away.

 Tom McCartney is the Founding Principal of My
Advisor & Planner and a registered representative
and investment advisory representative with M
Securities. Investments in securities involve risks,
including the possible loss of principal. My Advisor
& Planner is independently owned and operated.
McCartney and his team can be reached at info@
mapyourfuture.net or 630-457-4068.
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Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered
through M Holdings Securities, Inc. (Member FINRA/SIPC).
My Advisor & Planner is independently owned and operated.
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